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Over the last decade, Software Transactional Memory (STM) has emerged as an attractive paradigm
for simplifying parallel programming. A property that is deemed as central for the scalability of a
STM implementation is its ability to avoid any interference between transactions that access disjoint
data sets – a property called disjoint-access parallelism (DAP).
Initial works [2, 8, 3, 4] in the area of DAP and STM addressed a number of fundamental questions,
including impossibility results, on the cost of building STM systems achieving DAP, while ensuring
popular consistency criteria such as Opacity and Snapshot Isolation. This body of literature concludes
that an STM cannot be DAP, ensure wait-free and invisible read-only transactions (WFIRO), and
guarantee Strict Serializability [2]. Since these works established a number of impossibility results
related to the implementation of DAP STMs [2, 5, 8], in this talk, we intend to present a possibility
result: an algorithm that achieves a set of desirable properties, i.e. DAP and WFIRO transactions,
by embracing consistency criteria different from those typically targeted by existing STM algorithms
(such as SI or Opacity).
More in detail, we seek an answer to the following question: considering Adya’s consistency hierarchy [1], what is the strongest criterion that allows for achieving DAP and WFIRO? This criterion
is EPL-3U, also known as Extended Update Serializability (EUS) [7]. EUS ensures that: i) every
read operation always observes a consistent transactional state, and ii) write-committed transactions
are serializable. In addition, due to the impossibility result in [5], our algorithm guarantees weakly
progressive write transactions [6].
By doing so, we also take into account the real-time order property and we reveal an impossibility
result: the real-time order cannot be ensured in an STM that is weakly DAP, obstruction-free, and
guarantees wait-free read-only transactions, irrespective of the visibility of read operations and the
consistency level. Leveraging this impossibility result, we show that the lower bound on the visibility
of read-only transactions in [2] is not a sufficient condition to guarantee Strict Serializability and hence
Opacity. We prove also that, ensuring the real-time order is still impossible in a weakly DAP and
weakly progressive STM that ensures WFIRO. Therefore, in our algorithm, we enforce real-time order
to only conflicting transactions.
Finally, we show that, in the proposed algorithm, the spatial cost of each object version is optimal,
i.e. it is a necessary cost for any algorithm that ensures EUS, DAP and WFIRO.
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